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Example – 1: Bayesian analysis of complex queuing systems

Example – 2: ABC for monitoring the GBR
with Chen, Drovandi, Keith, Anthony, Caley

Outline
Overview and Challenges of ABC
SA Sisson, Y Fan, M Beaumont (2019) Handbook of Approximate Bayesian Computation. Chapman and Hall/CRC.
CC Drovandi, C Grazian, K Mengersen, C Robert (2018) Approximating the Likelihood in ABC. Handbook of Approximate
Bayesian Computation, 321-368

Some Discoveries in ABC
X Wang, DJ Nott, CC Drovandi, K Mengersen, M Evans (2018) Using history matching for prior choice. Technometrics 60
(4), 445-460
DJ Nott, CC Drovandi, K Mengersen, M Evans (2018) Approximation of Bayesian Predictive -Values with Regression ABC.
Bayesian Analysis 13 (1), 59-83
G Clarté, CP Robert, R Ryder, J Stoehr (2019) Component-wise approximate Bayesian computation via Gibbs-like steps.
arXiv preprint arXiv:1905.13599
A Ebert, P Pudlo, K Mengersen (2019) Likelhood-free inference for state space models with sequential sampling
(ABCSMC2). In preparation.

Some Examples of ABC
A Ebert, R Dutta, K Mengersen, A Mira, F Ruggeri, P Wu (2019) Likelihood-free parameter estimation for dynamic queueing
networks: case study of passenger flow in an international airport terminal. arXiv:1804.02526
CCM Chen, CC Drovandi, JM Keith, K Anthony, MJ Caley, KL Mengersen (2017) Bayesian semi-individual based model
with approximate Bayesian computation for parameters calibration: Modelling Crown-of-Thorns populations on the Great
Barrier Reef. Ecological Modelling 364, 113-123

ABC in MCM 2019
• Scott Sisson - The future of Monte Carlo methods research: a random walk? (Mon am)
• Robert Kohn – Chair, Advances in Exact and approximate Bayesian computation
(Mon am)
• Christopher Drovandi - Robust Approximate Bayesian Inference with Synthetic
Likelihood (Mon pm)
• Julien Stoehr - An attempt to make ABC cheaper (Wed pm)
• Anthony Ebert – Approximate Bayesian computation to model passenger flows
within airport terminals (Wed pm)
• Grégoire Claré - ABC within Gibbs sampling (Wed pm)
• Clara Grazian - Approximate Bayesian Conditional Copula (Thurs am)

Early ABC
Tavaré, S; Balding, DJ; Griffiths, RC; Donnelly, P (1997). Inferring coalescence times from DNA sequence
data. Genetics. 145 (2): 505–518.
Pritchard, JK; Seielstad, MT; Perez-Lezaun, A; et al. (1999). Population Growth of Human Y
Chromosomes: A Study of Y Chromosome Microsatellites. Molecular Biology and Evolution. 16 (12):
1791-1798.
Beaumont, MA; Zhang, W; Balding, DJ (2002). Approximate Bayesian Computation in Population
Genetics. Genetics. 162: 2025–2035
Marjoram, P., Molitor, J., Plagnol, V., Tavaré, S (2003) Markov chain Monte Carlo without likelihoods.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 100, 15324–15328

Aim: Estimate 𝑝 𝜃 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑀 𝜃
Repeat:
• Choose summary statistics 𝑆𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑆(𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠 )
based on inferential interest
• Sample 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑚 from prior 𝑞(𝜃)
• Sample 𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑚 from model M(𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑚 ) and
compute summary statistics 𝑆𝑠𝑖𝑚
• Keep 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑚 if 𝑑 𝑆𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑆𝑠𝑖𝑚 < 𝛿

Use a nearest-neighbour
alternative (e.g. Biau et al. 2015):
Select all 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑚 associated with the
𝛼 = 𝛿/𝑁 smallest distances
𝑆𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑆𝑠𝑖𝑚 for some 𝛿

ABC Extensions
1.

Markov chain Monte Carlo ABC

2.

Sequential Monte Carlo ABC

3.

Regression adjusted ABC

4.

Replenishment ABC

5.

Simulated annealing
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Regression adjusted ABC
Blum and Francois (2010): extension of local linear method of Beaumont et al. (2002)
• Simulate parameters & data as (θj, yj) ∼ p(θ)p(y|θ)
• Write sj = S(yj) for summary statistics, j = 1, . . . , n.
• Use regression to estimate p(θ|sobs) from data (θj, sj),
j = 1, . . . , n with θ as response & s as predictors.
• For simplicity suppose θ is univariate, and consider the model θi = μ(si) + σ(si)ei,
ei are iid zero mean, variance one; μ(s) and σ(s) are flexible mean and s.d. functions.
• Parameterize μ(s) and σ(s) using neural networks; fit the data; get estimates μ(s), σ(s).
• Let ej be the empirical residual ej = σ(sj)−1(θj − μ(si)).
• Approximate the posterior distribution p(θ|sobs) using the fitted regression model at sobs and the
empirical residuals:

𝜃𝑗𝑎 = μ(sobs) + σ(sobs)ei
= μ(sobs) + σ(sobs)σ(sj) −1(θj − μ(sj)),
j = 1, . . . , n comprise an approximate sample from p(θ|sobs) if the regression model is correct.

Regression adjusted ABC
Extensions
• Multivariate
• Localization of the fit with a kernel, usually with support chosen to include a certain
number of nearest neighbours of sobs.
• The number of neighbours with positive weight is often chosen as a fraction of n. The
regression adjusted sample is constructed only using the points given positive weight
by the kernel.
Advantages

• Approximating the posterior distribution for any value of sobs is easy once the regression
model has been fitted, as it involves only moving particles around by mean and scale
adjustments.
• Gives fast approximate method for approximating the posterior distribution for different
datasets based on the same samples from the prior.

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 1
Theoretical properties
• Asymptotic properties of approximate Bayesian computation
DT Frazier, GM Martin, CP Robert, J Rousseau (2018). Biometrika 105 (3), 593-607
• Focus on three aspects of asymptotic behaviour: posterior consistency, limiting
posterior shape, and the asymptotic distribution of the posterior mean.
• Under mild regularity conditions on the underlying summary statistics, the limiting
posterior shape depends on the interplay between the rate at which the summaries
converge and the rate at which the tolerance used to select parameters shrinks to zero.
• Bayesian consistency places a less stringent condition on the speed with which the
tolerance declines to zero than does asymptotic normality of the posterior distribution.
• In contrast to textbook Bernstein–von Mises results, asymptotic normality of the
posterior mean does not require asymptotic normality of the posterior distribution.

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 1
Theoretical properties
• Asymptotic properties of approximate Bayesian computation
DT Frazier, GM Martin, CP Robert, J Rousseau (2018). Biometrika 105 (3), 593-607
• Results suggest how the tolerance in approximate Bayesian computation should be
chosen to ensure posterior concentration, valid coverage levels for credible sets, and
asymptotically normal and efficient point estimators.
• Example:
• to obtain reasonable statistical behaviour, the rate at which the acceptance αT declines to
zero must be faster the larger the dimension of θ.
• This provides theoretical justification for dimension reduction methods that process
parameter dimensions individually and independently of the other dimensions; for
example, the regression adjustment approaches of Beaumont et al. (2002), Blum (2010)
and Fearnhead & Prangle (2012), and the integrated auxiliary likelihood approach of
Martin et al. (2017).

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 1
ABC model choice
• ABC methods for model choice in Gibbs random fields
Grelaud, A., Robert, C.P., Marin, J.-M., Rodolphe, F., Taly, J.-F.
(2009). arXiv:0807.2767
Alternative approaches:
• Synthetic likelihood (SL) – Chris Drovandi
• Empirical likelihood (EL) – with Pudlo, Robert (2013); Drovandi, Grazian (2018)
CC Drovandi, C Grazian, K Mengersen, C Robert (2018) Approximating the Likelihood in ABC.
Handbook of Approximate Bayesian Computation, 321-368

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 2
Choice of tolerance
• Adaptive Approximate Bayesian Computation tolerance selection
U Simola, J Cisewski-Kehe, MU Gutmann, J Corander. arXiv:1907.01505
• ABC-PMC algorithm: a sequential sampler with an iteratively decreasing value of the
tolerance.
• Propose a method for adaptively selecting a sequence of tolerances that improves
the computational efficiency.
• Define a stopping rule as a by-product of the adaptation procedure, which assists in
automating termination of sampling.

• On the use of approximate Bayesian computation Markov chain Monte Carlo with
inflated tolerance and post-correction
M Vihola, J Franks. arXiv:1902.00412

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 2
Choice of distance metric

• Approximate Bayesian computation via the energy statistic
HD Nguyen, J Arbel, H Lü, F Forbes. arXiv:1905.05884
• Focus on improving the discrepancy measure.

• Propose a new importance-sampling (IS) ABC algorithm relying on the socalled two-sample energy statistic.
• Establish asymptotic results.

• Approximate Bayesian computation with the Wasserstein distance
E Bernton, PE Jacob, M Gerber, CP Robert. arXiv:1905.03747

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 3
Choice of hyperparameters
• Bayesian Learning of Conditional Kernel Mean Embeddings for Automatic Likelihood-Free Inference
K Hsu, F Ramos. arXiv:1903.00863
To appear in the Proceedings of AISTATS 2019, Naha, Okinawa, Japan
• Leverage likelihood smoothness with conditional mean embeddings to
nonparametrically approximate likelihoods and posteriors as surrogate densities and sample from
closed-form posterior mean embeddings, whose hyperparameters are learned under
its approximate marginal likelihood.
Choice of summary statistics
• Partially Exchangeable Networks and Architectures for Learning Summary Statistics
in Approximate Bayesian Computation
S Wiqvist, P-A Mattei, U Picchini, J Frellsen. arXiv:1901.10230;
Proceedings of ICML 2019
• Local dimension reduction of summary statistics for likelihood-free inference
J Sirén, S Kaski. arXiv:1901.08855

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 4
Dimension reduction
• Likelihood-free approximate Gibbs sampling
G. S. Rodrigues, D. J. Nott, S. A. Sisson. arXiv:1906.04347
• Component-wise approximate Bayesian computation via Gibbs-like steps
G Clarté, CP Robert, R Ryder, arXiv:1905.13599
• Adaptive Gaussian Copula ABC
Y Chen, MU Gutmann. arXiv:1902.10704
• Dependence properties and Bayesian inference for asymmetric multivariate copulas
J Arbel, M Crispino, S Girard. arXiv:1902.00791

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 5
Computation

• Stratified sampling and resampling for approximate Bayesian computation
U Picchini, RG Everitt. arXiv:1905.07976
• Use stratification to reduce bias usually associated with sampling and resampling

• Acceleration of expensive computations in Bayesian statistics using vector operations
DJ Warne, SA Sisson, C Drovandi. arXiv:1902.09046
• Finding our Way in the Dark: Approximate MCMC for Approximate Bayesian Methods
E Levi, RV Craiu. arXiv:1905.06680
• Design perturbed MCMC samplers for ABC to accelerate computation while maintaining
control on computational efficiency.
• Recycles samples from the chain's past.

• Likelihood-free inference with emulator networks
J-M Lueckmann, G Bassetto, T Karaletsos, JH Macke. arXiv:1805.09294
In Advances in Approximate Bayesian Inference (AABI 2018), PMLR 96:32-53, 2019

Ongoing Challenges and Developments - 6
Applications
• Deep Compositional Spatial Models
A Zammit-Mangion, TLJ Ng, Q Vu, M Filippone. arXiv:1906.02840
• Real-time Approximate Bayesian Computation for Scene Understanding
J Felip, N Ahuja, D Gómez-Gutiérrez, O Tickoo, V Mansinghka. arXiv:1905.13307

• Approximate Bayesian Model Inversion for PDEs with Heterogeneous and StateDependent Coefficients.
DA Barajas-Solano, AM Tartakovsky. arXiv:1902.06718
• Auxiliary likelihood-based approximate Bayesian computation in state space models
GM Martin, BPM McCabe, DT Frazier, W Maneesoonthorn, CP Robert (2019) Journal of
Computational and Graphical Statistics, 1-31
• Bayesian Inference of Spreading Processes on Networks
R Dutta, A Mira, J-P Onnela. arXiv:1709.08862

Developments – 1: ABC for choice of priors
X Wang, DJ Nott, CC Drovandi, K Mengersen, M Evans (2018) Using history matching for prior choice. Technometrics.

Treat the problem as one of model checking (for hypothetical data)

Example 1: logistic regression
yi ~ Bin(n, pi )

logit(pi) = b0 + b1 xi
Priors: b0 ~ Cauchy(0, l1)

b1 ~ Cauchy(0, l2)

? How to choose priors for l1, l2

Example 2: high-dimensional regression

y = Xb + d + e , e ~ N(0, s2I)
Design matrix X (n by p), p > n
d vector of mean shift parameters: want this to be sparse and allow for outliers
Priors: bj ~ Horseshoe(Ab)
dj ~ Horseshoe(Ad)
? How to choose priors for Ab, Ad

Proposed approach
1. Choose a set of summary statistics 𝑆 𝑖 , based on data to be observed with density
𝑝(𝑦|𝜃).
𝑗

2. For each statistic, specify the set of values 𝑆0 that would be considered surprising if
they were observed.
3. Derive the prior predictive distribution 𝑝(𝑆 𝑖 ′) =  𝑖 𝑆(𝑝 ′|𝜃)𝑝(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃.
𝑗

4. Compute 𝑝𝑗 = 𝑃(log 𝑝(𝑆 𝑖 ′) ≥ log 𝑝(𝑆0 ).

5

Make a decision based on a threshold chosen according to a “degree of surprise”.
Repeat in waves, to obtain non-implausible priors.

Back to logistic regression
Let n=5
• Summary statistics?
sum of variances of responses 𝑆

= σ5𝑖=1 0.5𝑝𝑖 (1 − 𝑝𝑖 )

• Surprising?
if all 𝑝ෝ𝑖 are equal to either 0.01 or 0.99 (so 𝑆 1 = 0.198)
• Not surprising?
if the 𝑝ෝ𝑖 are “smooth”
e.g. 𝑝
ෞ1 =0.01, 𝑝
ෞ2 =0.25, 𝑝
ෞ3 =0.75, 𝑝
ෞ4 =0.99

(so S2 = 1.974).

Compute predictive p-values for S1 over a grid of 10,000 l values.
Surprising?

p-values for S1 = 0.198
(blue is good)

Not surprising?

p-values for S2 =1.974
(pink is good)

Marginal posterior distributions for b0 and b1 using priors with
(l1,l2) = (10, 2.5)
(l1,l2) = (0.33, 2.08)
(l1,l2) = (0.23, 0.73)

Back to high-dimensional linear regression

Surprising:
S1 = log s2 = log 16
S3 = refitted c-v R2 = 0.05

Unsurprising:
S2 = S1 = log 50
S4 = S3 = 0.95

Developments – 2: Bayesian model criticism
DJ Nott, CC Drovandi, K Mengersen, M Evans (2018) Approximation of Bayesian Predictive
p-Values with Regression ABC. Bayesian Analysis

Established Approach:
• Compare some function of the observed data to a reference predictive distribution, e.g.
prior predictive distribution or posterior predictive distribution (Guttman, 1967; Rubin,
1984; Meng, 1994; Gelman et al., 1996):
Given data 𝐷 = 𝑦1 , … , 𝑦𝑛
𝑝 𝑦′ 𝐷 = න 𝑝 𝑦′ 𝜃, 𝐷 𝑝 𝜃 𝐷 𝑑𝜃

• Summarise the result in the form of a p-value
𝑄 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑃(𝐷(𝑦 ′ , 𝜃) ≥ 𝐷(𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝜃)|𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠 )
under some reference distribution for the data.

Problem!
• The p-values are computationally expensive
Usual approach (Hjort et al., 2006):
• generate a large number M of data sets from m(y), y1, . . . , ym say, to calculate for each of these
corresponding unadjusted posterior predictive p-values Q(y1), . . . , Q(ym)
• then approximate Q(yobs) by the fraction of Q(yj) less than Q(yobs).

Difficulty: computation of each Q(yj) involves a calculation for a different posterior distribution, so
we must somehow approximate the posterior distribution for M different datasets.

• They can have a distribution that is far from uniform, clustering around a value of 0.5.
Want:

• Calibration of posterior predictive p-values to set an interpretable scale
• Fast computation

Proposed approach
Consider a discrepancy measure which is a function of both the data and parameters, D(y,θ) say
(Gelman et al., 1996).
• Compare values of D(yobs,θ) to values of D(y∗,θ) under
p(θ, y∗|yobs) for (θ,y∗)
where
p(θ, y∗|yobs) ∝ p(θ)p(yobs|θ)p(y∗|θ).
• Compare D(y∗, θ) with D(yobs, θ) via the posterior predictive p-value

Q(yobs) = P(D(y∗, θ) ≥ D(yobs, θ)|yobs).
• Obtain these p-values through regression adjustment ABC.

Regression adjustment ABC
• In previous regression adjustment ABC, we regressed θ on S to approximate the posterior
distribution for θ for many different values for S.
• Now we regress S on θ instead to approximate the distribution of S for many different values of θ.
• Suppose we have samples (θi, Si) from p(θ)p(S|θ) for θ and some summary statistics S.

• Fit a regression of S on θ, using the method of Beaumont & Francois, but now:
Si = μ(θi) + σ(θi)ei.

Example: capture-recapture
Marzolin (1988): dataset on the European Dipper
(Cinclus cinclus).

• i, j : two indices related to a particular year relative to the year the experiment was initiated
(i=1 for 1981; j=1982 etc).
• φi : probability that an animal survives from year i to i+1; i = 1, . . . , 6.
• pj : probability that an animal is captured in the jth year; j = 2, . . . ,7 .
• yij : the number of animals caught in year j out of the number of animals released in year i, Ri.
• The number of animals that are never caught during the experimental study that are released in year i
is thus given by ri = Ri −7 Sjyij .

Example: capture-recapture
Data and probabilities that an animal contributes to each cell in the table if
released in a certain year and caught in the subsequent year

Example: capture-recapture
Tabulated data:
• Each row is an independent draw from a multinomial distribution with the number of trials given by
Ri and probabilities, together with the probability χi of never being captured if released in year i.
• 12 parameters θ = (φ1, . . . , φ6, p2, . . . , p7))
Alternative constrained model (C/C): φi = φ, pj = p, θ = (φ, p)).
Hjort et al. (2006) estimated both the posterior predictive p-value (ppp) and calibrated posterior
predictive p-value (cppp) based on the discrepancy
D(y, θ) = Si,j(y1/2ij− e1/2ij )2
eij: expected number of captured animals for the i,jth cell - involves the model parameters θ and the
release numbers Ri.
Repeat this analysis but consider ABC to speed up the calculations.

Compare ABC results with full posterior computations based on a SMC algorithm
(Chopin, 2002; Del Moral et al., 2006; Nott et al., 2016).

Results: capture-recapture – C/C model
• Use independent uniform priors over the unit interval for φ and p.
• Run SMC using N = 10,000 particles: ppp ~ 0.061 (consistent with Hjort).
Double simulation approach:

• Run SMC with N=1000 particles for each of these datasets: cppp ~ 0.043. Computation: ~ 32 hrs.
• ABC approach: 100,000 draws from the prior.
For each dataset, use 1000 nearest neighbours for the ABC regression algorithm.
Apply NN regression to refine the distribution of the discrepancy values (abc package in R).
Use the MLEs as summary statistics: ppp ~ 0.057; cppp ~ 0.047.
Computation ~ 4-5 times faster (7 hrs).
ABC approach is much faster still if a simpler regression adjustment approach is used (say linear
rather than the neural network method) but less effective.

Comments
• There is potential for using regression ABC methods in calculation of Bayesian predictive
p-values in some cases where high accuracy of the computations is not required.
• New application of ABC methods.
• Although many authors have developed approaches to detecting prior-data conflict they
have not been concerned with using conflict to characterize weak informativity of priors
(O’Hagan, 2003; Marshall and Spiegelhalter, 2007; Dahl et al., 2007; Gasemyr and Natvig,
2009; Scheel et al., 2011; Presanis et al., 2013).
• Easy extension of methods of weakly informative prior choice to models which themselves
require an ABC treatment for inference (where it is difficult to derive the usual weakly
informative prior choices as these may require a knowledge of the likelihood, such as the
ability to compute the Fisher information).

• Possible extensions to other applied problems.

Developments – 3: Choice of distance metric
A Ebert, R Dutta, K Mengersen, A Mira, F Ruggeri, P Wu (2019) Likelihood-free parameter estimation for dynamic
queueing networks: case study of passenger flow in an international airport terminal. arXiv:1804.02526

Recap:
Sample 𝜃 ′ from the prior distribution 𝜋 𝜃 ; Simulate data x from model using 𝜃 ′ ;
Accept or reject 𝜃 ′ depending on probability 𝐾𝜀 {𝜌 𝑥, 𝑦 } where y are the observed data
Different ABC methods can be grouped based on their choice of 𝐾𝜀 :
• Proportional to 𝐼 𝜌 𝑥, 𝑦 < 𝜀 in Sequential Monte Carlo (SMCABC, Sisson et al. 2007) and Population
Monte Carlo (PMC, Beaumont et al. 2009)
• Proportional to exp −𝜌 𝑥, 𝑦 /𝜀 in Simulated Annealing ABC (SABC, Albert et al. 2015)
• Decrease ℰ → 0 at each iteration of the sequential algorithm to improve approximation
• Optimal choice of ℰ gives accurate algorithm with minimal loss of computational efficiency

Choice of 𝜌?
• Summary statistics
• Distance between two probability distributions

Developments – 3: Choice of r
Wasserstein Distance (Kantorovich-Rubinstein metric, earth mover’s distance)
• Distance function defined between probability distributions on a given metric space M.
• How much earth needs to be moved over what distance?
Maximum Mean Discrepancy
• A nonparametric metric on probability distributions which integrate to one or a constant.
• Same definition as the integral probability metric of Müller (1997) – see also Benton et al. (2019)
• Equivalent to an L2 norm between kernel density estimates
• Avoids numerical instability associated with the integration of empirical distribution, as the distance between the
functional datasets is computed directly.

Fisher-Rao metric
• Previously generalised from the space of probability distributions to the space of functions
• We apply it to functional data that are not only subject to noise along their y axis but are also subject to a
random warping along their x axis (time axis).
• Conventional distances on functions, such as the L2 distance, are not informative under these conditions.

Wasserstein Distance

Maximum Mean Discrepancy

Fisher-Rao metric
Functional data approach to curve registration:
• Assume F is the space of real-valued functions defined on the interval [0,T] for some T > 0.
• Align elements of F with increasing and invertible automorphisms on the time axis:
warping functions g.
• We adopt the elastic functions approach (Srivatrava et al. 2011) who align f to another
functional r.v. g using the objective function
𝑑𝐹𝑅 𝑓, 𝑔 = න[𝑞 𝑓 𝑡 − 𝑞 𝑔 𝑡 ]2 𝑑𝑡
where 𝑞 𝑓 𝑡 = sign(𝑓 ′ 𝑡 ) × √|𝑓 ′ 𝑡 |
• Advantage is that FR is invariant w.r.t. shared warpings, so the distance between
amplitudes is symmetric.

Example – 1: Bayesian analysis of complex queuing systems
with Ebert, Wu et al.

International arrivals terminal

Model realization for an arbitrary q

Model formulation and computation

Results:

Simulation

Case Study

Fisher-Rao alignment

Example of model realisations from the peak shift model.

Fisher-Rao alignment - algorithm

Fisher-Rao alignment – simulation study

Density plots showing distances for MMD and FR for two algorithms:
registered and unregistered.
Vertical black solid lines represent true values.

Fisher-Rao alignment – airport case study

Comments
• Maximum mean discrepancy was found to be more appropriate than Wasserstein
distance for this study, since the objective function included fidelity to the time axis.
• The Fisher-Rao metric was useful for this study, since the data were subject to a
random warping along the time axis.
• This metric worked well as the objective function to minimise for alignment;
however, once the functions are aligned, it is not necessarily the most informative
distance for inference.

• This means that likelihood-free inference may require two distances, one for
alignment and one for parameter inference.

Example – 2: ABC for the GBR
CCM Chen, CC Drovandi, JM Keith, K Anthony, MJ Caley, KL Mengersen (2017) Bayesian semi-individual based
model with approximate Bayesian computation for parameters calibration: Modelling Crown-of-Thorns populations on
the Great Barrier Reef. Ecological Modelling
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Example – 2: ABC for ABM for COTS on the GBR
with Chen, Drovandi, Keith, Anthony, Caley

https://shefatravel.weebly.com/crown-of-thorns-starfish.html

Example – 2: ABC for ABM for COTS on the GBR

https://research.qut.edu.au/reefresearch/our-research/eliminating-invasive-reef-species-cotsbot-rangerbot/

Overview
• Outbreaks of Crown-of-Thorns Starfish (CoTS), Acanthaster planci, are a
major cause of coral decline on the Great Barrier Reef, second only to
cyclones.
• Current models:
• Cohort-based deterministic descriptions with little inclusion of parameter
and individual uncertainties
• Structured around a generic ecological modelling framework
• Not calibrated with observational data
• A major challenge of statistical modelling occurs when estimation of the
likelihood is computationally expensive or even intractable.

Semi-agent-based model
• Model 11 stages of the life cycle of CoTS, from egg to coral-feeding adults.
• Suppose there are 𝑁6+𝑟,0 CoTS 6 months and older on reef r at the initial time step.
• Each subject i has three traits: age (in months), length(in mm) and gender (male/female).
• All traits other than gender were modified according to biological processes over time
(one month units).
• At each time step t > 0, all animals are subjected to growth and death processes, so that
𝑁𝑟,𝑡 = 𝑁𝑟,𝑡−1 + 𝑅𝑟,𝑡 - 𝐷𝑟,𝑡
• Allow for spatial heterogeneity in the observed relative abundance.
• Estimate parameters using RABC with L2 distance metric

𝜌 𝑂, 𝑦 =

σ𝑟,𝑡(𝑂𝑟,𝑡 − 𝑦𝑟,𝑡 )2
𝑁

Results

Results

Results

Example – 3: Virtual Reef Diver
with Peterson, Vercelloni, et al.
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• Manuel González-Rivero
• Chris Roelfsema
• Trev Smith
• Thom Saunders
• Gavin Winter

• Tim Gurnett

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Em Rushworth
Tamara Pearce
Patricia Menendez
Amy Rawson
Amanda Dunne
Simone Long
Tim Macuga
Kate Haggman
Sam Clifford
Carla Chen
Alan Pearse
Bryce Christensen
Julian Caley
Ken Anthony
Tomasz Bednarz
Lyle Mansell

Citizen scientists can help obtain needed data to improve
reef health monitoring

www.virtualreef.org.au

Classify hard corals in images

More than just a website…

Ingest images

Coral Classification Extract data & combine
w/ professional data

Visualise & download
GBR-wide predictive maps

Fit predictive models

Citizen’s Accuracy

Accuracy

Marine Scientist

Citizens

Cross-Validation Results
Model

95% Coverage RMSE

Corr

All Data

86.47

0.0826

0.7431

LTMP/MMP

77.34

0.1443

-0.0560

All Data

LTMP/MMP
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